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"The Geography Coloring Book" provides unique hands-on participation in the study of
geography. Detailed color exercises allow the "artist" to recognize countries by shape as well as
location, gain a sense of the relative sizes of nations and states, and visualize the location of a
nation within the context of its continent.

About the AuthorJames Hicks is Professor of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University
of California, Irvine. He has more than 25 years of experience in research and teaching courses
in physiology to undergraduates, graduate students, (MS and Ph.D. level), and a four-year
period teaching medical students at the Creighton School of Medicine.
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Kieler Langemo, “4 Stars - I Highly Recommend. This workbook is an excellent resource for
higher elementary / middle school / high school students. I provides maps of every continent, the
regions of the United States, and many other countries of the world. The author also provided
lots of information about the areas the maps show. It is not for younger elementary students
because of the information and it would not work for a young child. The maps also would not
work because they are not simple maps, they show many rivers and bodies of water. This edition
also includes the flags of the world countries and maps showing historic world empires. This
book contains an index that could also be used as a dictionary or to quiz someone. The only part
of the book I don't like is the paper it is printed on. The only way to color inside the book is with
markers. It is very hard to use colored pencil on the paper. The best way to color would be to
make a photocopy of the page you want to color and print it out. Because of this reason I gave it
one less star.”

Agki Strodon, “Deserves better paper. The second edition of "The Geography Coloring Book"
suffers from the use of a slicker kind of paper that does not color well with Berol Prismacolor
pencils. The paper also has a tendency to roll up at the edges with use. The publishers should
consider reprinting the excellent edition on a paper more suitable for its intended use. It is only
for that reason that I gave it four rather than five stars.”

mimi, “awesome deal : ). I bought this book for only about $3-4! It sure helped my finances. It
was in good shapes, accurately described, shipped right on time -- Thanks!! :D”

dlvsaphl@bellatlantic.net, “Wonderful geography teacher. This is a great way to learn world
geography. By coloring and reading about the country, state, river, mountain range, or territory,
we learn in many ways at once. It stays with you. There's the visual, the kinetic, and auditory
learning, if read outloud, like we do with my jr. high daughter. It's challenging for her, but she's
getting it.  As a homeschooling tool it can't be beat.  It's great for adults, too!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 10 people have provided feedback.



Item Weight: 12 ounces
Dimensions: 8.54 x 0.24 x 10.98 inches
Language: English
Paperback: 87 pages
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